Academic Excellence in Culinary Arts

Esther Flerchinger

Esther Flerchinger is receiving the Academic Excellence Award for Culinary arts for the following reasons. First, she earned a solid A for her 1st semester. Most importantly, she has consistently maintained a positive, upbeat attitude. From the 1st day Esther walked into the classroom, she was positive and cheerful. She said she was happy to be in the class. She approached all assignments with an attitude of getting it done versus questioning why a written assignment was beneficial in a cooking class. She is a great notetaker and never once questioned the relevance of the assignment. She understood that as a teacher with experience, I had valuable information to offer her in terms of knowledge and skills. Another reason she was nominated is that she has a wicked sense of humor and is especially enjoyable to have in Culinary class.

~ Darcy Glagolich